
Name: Fustian Trousers Code: 31204B MC16 CLOTHING FUSTIAN SERIES 350 G

Description

Trousers made of 100% sanforized cotton, weight 350 g/m², with double 
reflective band around legs, fly with zip and button, two welt pockets and 
back pocket with button closure, rear elastic waistband, right ruler pocket, 
left utility pocket with flap and Velcro closure, jointed double seams on the 
inner and outer leg.
Mechanical safety pictogram.

- The fustian range is characterized by comfort, robustness and 
outstanding thermal properties.
- The structure of the fabric and the finishing such as the reinforced 
runners and jointed triple seams in contrasting colour, assure long-lasting 
use and high quality.
- Wide range of colours available.
- Several types of reflective stripes can be applied on all garments: yellow 
prismatic, orange prismatic, grey prismatic, grey classic.

Protection against risks of dirt and detrimental actions of slight damage.

The product is designed and manufactured to comply with the 
requirements of Directive 89/686/EEC.
It is classified as PPE Cat. I.

Category Colours Available Sizes

I Blue with dlouble reflective bands 38-62

Quantity/Carton Important Information Recommended for

20

Keep in a cool dry place, far from heat sources 
and direct light.
Make sure the garment is in good condition, 
undamaged and clean before use. Once you 
become aware of a damage, you should 
immediately replace it.

Outdoor activities, Marble cutters, Construction, 
Logistics, Transport, Plumbing, Electrical work, 
Maintenance, Agriculture, Landscaping and 
gardening.

Dexterity EC Standards Storage and cleaning

EN ISO 13688 We recommend to follow the washing instructions.
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